The Real I.D. Act

The Corporation ‘UNITED STATES’ (U.S. / U.S.A. ) work to establish a Nationality, while defying the Nationality of Natural, flesh and blood beings.

“No one can change the descent nature of another unless their powers are greater than the Great God of the Universe”

The Real I.D. is an attestament to how much we need to study and how very, very, very, important it is for us to be united in the knowledge of our Status and the FACT that we are NOT citizens of the UNITED STATES, the U.S. or the U.S.A., as they are the acronyms of the Municipal Corporation established in 1871 (10 years after Congress walked out in Sine Die). Whenever you hear the term “the Laws of the United States”, it is referring to the Treaty or Treaties entered into prior to the establishment of the original “United States of America” or “Union States” and the American Constitution of 1791. It is NOT talking about the Municipal Corporation styled as the UNITED STATES inclusive of the acronyms U.S. and U.S.A. (1871). The Real I.D. ‘Act’ is for those who are members / citizens of same. Just because they established (for themselves) a state corporation or municipal corporation, which is a quasi-national domicile and municipal domicile, with their own policies, ordinances and statutes, and private corporate constitution, no where, no way, does it mean you are to abandon the Law of the Land, or the enforcement the Law of the Land - the American Constitution. This is where the need of study falls directly upon us and because of any failure to study, we suffer.

FOR EXAMPLE: In the real I.D. ‘Act’ in Section 201, it gives the definition of the drivers license and says it is pursuant to the definition of the drivers license as scribed in USC Title 49 Section 30301. When you read that section in USC Title 49, it clearly says the drivers license is for COMMERCIAL USE ONLY!!!. So, they are not talking about your ‘Right To Travel’, but then neither are most of the people, talking about or rather exercising that Absolute and Substantive Right. If the people are not aware, and they think they need the commercial drivers’ instrument to travel upon the land, then they fall for the trickery and deceit in plain sight, therefore it is not really hidden, it is truth and falsehood strangely mixed. It is such that if one has not studied, they themselves will think it applies to them, when it DOES NOT!!

Aboriginal and Indigenous people CANNOT be members of the U.S., the U.S.A. or the UNITED STATES. It is the UNITED STATES that are issuing the Real I.D. They are now referring to themselves as U.S. nationals, but how can a quais-national or municipal corporation have a Nationality? This Real I.D. abrogates the Laws of the United States, just as the 14th Amendment does. That is why Noble Drew Ali said “there is no need for the 14th and 15th amendment for the salvation of the people”. The 14th amendment was NOT and NEVER, EVER was meant for natural flesh and blood beings. It is for corporations such as the Municipal UNITED STATES members / citizens. Moor American Nationals, aboriginal and indigenous, are not members of the same, they are nationals with a political allegiance to the nation and they domicile on their illustrious ancestral estate / national domicile—North America, by heritage. Where one domiciles determines their civil status. Thus, at the very least and most, ‘Diversity of Citizenship’ is the call of the day.

If the Real I.D. is for those who are members / citizens of the state corporations and municipal corporations under the UNITED STATES / U.S. / U.S.A., and whatever else they may be styled in, what are you going to do about the potential abrogation it places on your personal liberty, which in it’s strictest sense is the ability to move to and fro, the right to locomotion, the right to travel? I know possibly you did not take seriously the fact that a license instrument is and always has been for COMMERCIAL activity ONLY!. Because so many of the people did not and still DO NOT know this, like cattle (chattel) they gravitated to the drivers instrument in order to travel upon the land, rather than standing on their true divine rights and identity and their liberties already scribed, which
cannot be circumscribed. In this case the ‘Right To Travel’, which has NOTHING to do with commerce. Driving is a commercial activity and NOT a personal liberty. Does it seem like a play on words to you? Well, first there was the word, and Jurisdiction means “Right” (juris) Words (diction). You don’t want to find yourself in the wrong jurisdiction, with the ‘right words’, or in the right jurisdiction with the ‘wrong words’, as has been. Study, Study, Study so you can BE WHAT YOU KNOW, because that is all you can be. This is why the dumb-down corporate state education system was presented, and is also the reason we needed and still do, to have our own schools. (Read “Religious Controversy).

Ask yourself why? Because commerce was permitted in this land to the foreigners or naturalized citizens, after they received their independence from Britain, then later began coming over here by the droves via Ellis Island. Cunningly, they figured in their greed, if they could get you to make all of your activities commercial, turning your liberties into commerce acts, codified under the UCC’s, then they could continue to extract your finances, your property, your liberties, your rights of birth, and the resources of your ancestral estate from you. (Read Chapter 47). This being done because you gave up your common and divine rights, your unalienable rights of birth. The ‘right to travel’ is a ‘Personal Liberty’ right to locomotion, to move about freely. It is a very primal, substantive and absolute necessity that cannot be made void. It is “Res Judicata’, already existing and as such, once it is challenged by a state, any state, the following stare decisis was established as Supreme Court Case Law, supporting the already existing liberty, thus even if it were never challenged it remains as a substantive and absolute right or liberty of the people.

The Right to Travel; The Right to Mode of Conveyance; The Right to Locomotion are all absolute rights, and the Police can not make void the exercise of rights. State v. Armstead, 60 s. 778, 779, and 781:

The use of the highways for the purpose of travel and transportation is not a mere privilege, but a common and fundamental right of which the public and Natural Beings cannot be rightfully deprived. Chicago Motor Coach v. Chicago 337 Illinois 200, 169 NE 22, ALR, Ligare v. Chicago 139 ILL. 46, 28 HE 934, Boone v. Clark 214 SW 607, 25 AM jur (1st), Highways, sec. 163:

It is the people's responsibility to exercise their personal liberties and unalienable rights. However if they don't do so, and if they don't know them, they don't have them, and it would be a continued and even sadder day coming for the posterity.

This right, like all divine rights of birth, being Res Judicata, meaning already existing as substance of law, of which the Constitution was hinged upon and established to protect, preserve and secure, therefore, no matter what state or corporation is formed, or may be formed upon the land, the rights of the people remain. ANY and ALL governments and government entities, established or that shall be established, MUST preserve, secure and protect these rights, as a part of their purpose, function and fiduciary duty, and in accordance with the Supreme Law of the Land. There is no need to ‘try’ these lawful facts, as they stand as substantive and absolute, that is what makes them ‘Res’. Anyone sitting in the seats of government is held to the same by Oath and Affirmation. If they have not taken the Oath and Affirmation, then they simply and absolutely have no authority, limited or otherwise. You would have to ask them ‘who are you?’ And that takes you back to the first issue at law -- status, your legal standing and relationship to the community. One’s status (relationship to the community) sets the stage for matters of jurisdiction and ‘Who Is Who’ in Government?

Soon, more of the pertinent reference points will be so buried, it will be EVEN harder to come out from under the web of deception and falsehood. In short, foreign corporations are attempting to give a nationality to their corporations, while defying the natural people of their Nationality. Victory is assured, but not if you don’t have knowledge of self, as man can only be what they know. KNOW
**THIS:** The ‘Real I.D. being a drivers license instrument is for corporate state citizens / members ONLY and is NOT for the natural people.

As mentioned earlier, ANY government established on the land is established for the purpose of preserving and securing the rights of the natural people (Res Judicata). What a corporation does with their corporate employees / servants and board members is an issue for those who are a corporate member of same. Any newly established entity or coin, formed from a corporation, *i.e.* the U.S. National, is a sub establishment or sub-corporation of a corporation, therefore is an enclave of said corporation, established under or of America, on American soil, which is your ancestral estate. Since when does any naturalized or foreign citizen get to call the aboriginal and indigenous people foreigners and terrorist? In the Real I.D. Act, they say one of their purposes is to prevent terrorist. So are they saying the natural people of the land are terrorists or are they saying the people they are issuing the Real I.D. to are terrorist? Who Is Who? All parties MUST be identified.

We Trust there are enough people coming out of the mis-education, or waking up, to enforce the Law of the Land, as it was designed to keep them from being molested, mis-treated and from the abuses that ‘other citizens’ care to bestow upon them. Who can think of a greater abuse then to strip one of their personal, substantive, absolute liberties and rights of birth, through trickery and deceit. "Wake up you sleepy headed Moors". Sleep is fleeting now as you have been asleep too long. Take the ‘Red’ pill to wake up and put down those blue sleeping pills.

You MUST recognize that the ‘Real I.D. Act’ is an Act that has nothing to do with you. At the same time some of your own will crush you into the throws of dis-unity, as they work for their own arrogant importance, oblivious to the fact the ‘we need each other more later’ has come to fruition as NOW!! We must accept and learn how to be in this world and not of it and to do so without F.E.A.R. (False Evidence Appearing Real). This is no joke, you MUST be Active and not Passive!

**I.S.L.A.M.**

**R.V. Bey. Publisher**
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